Making genes into gene products is subject to predictable errors, each with a phenotypic effect that depends on a normally cryptic sequence. Many cryptic sequences have strongly deleterious effects, for example when they cause protein misfolding. Strongly deleterious effects can be avoided globally by avoiding making errors (e.g., via proofreading machinery) or locally by ensuring that each error has a relatively benign effect. The local solution requires powerful selection acting on every cryptic site and so evolves only in large populations. Small populations with less effective selection evolve global solutions. Here we show that for a large range of realistic intermediate population sizes, the evolutionary dynamics are bistable and either solution may result. The local solution facilitates the genetic assimilation of cryptic genetic variation and therefore substantially increases evolvability.
Making genes into gene products is subject to predictable errors, each with a phenotypic effect that depends on a normally cryptic sequence. Many cryptic sequences have strongly deleterious effects, for example when they cause protein misfolding. Strongly deleterious effects can be avoided globally by avoiding making errors (e.g., via proofreading machinery) or locally by ensuring that each error has a relatively benign effect. The local solution requires powerful selection acting on every cryptic site and so evolves only in large populations. Small populations with less effective selection evolve global solutions. Here we show that for a large range of realistic intermediate population sizes, the evolutionary dynamics are bistable and either solution may result. The local solution facilitates the genetic assimilation of cryptic genetic variation and therefore substantially increases evolvability.
alternative splicing | chaperones | robustness | transcription | translation T he processes involved in the production of RNA and proteins may occasionally fail to express gene products accurately (1) . For example, translation errors can lead to proteins with more (e.g., stop codon read-through) or fewer (e.g., premature termination) amino acids. To be functional, a protein needs to fold and to have one or several functional sites. Some changes to the normal sequence of a protein will disrupt its folding, in which case function is destroyed; only changes that preserve folding have the potential to tinker with function. A similar dichotomy is illustrated by the bimodal distribution of the possible effects of new mutations, which can be lethal or nearly neutral, but very rarely in between (2) .
Certain errors in protein synthesis lead to the expression of a sequence that is otherwise cryptic. For example, when a stop codon is read through, an amino acid sequence translated from the 3′-untranslated region (3′-UTR) may be added to the Cterminal end of a protein; similarly, a splicing error may lead to the inclusion of an intronic sequence in the coding form. These cryptic protein-coding sequences have been exposed to very little selection, except insofar as the same error (e.g., a stop codon read-through) has been repeated on a regular basis. When this selection is negligible, the probability that a sequence is nearly neutral rather than deleterious is given by a mutational equilibrium. Because the number of amino acid sequences that fold is restricted (3) , at this equilibrium most cryptic sequences are deleterious. A globally low error rate will then be selected, because it impedes the expression of deleterious products from all these loci. This low error rate will further reduce the action of selection on individual cryptic sequences. This positive feedback loop between accuracy and the proportion of cryptic sequences that are strongly deleterious would ultimately lead to the evolution of an infinitely small error rate if avoiding errors did not come at a cost (4, 5) , resulting in a trade-off between the cost of expressing deleterious sequences and the cost of accuracy (6, 7) .
There are two ways to handle the dangers posed by errors. One is to avoid making errors. This is normally a global solution, e.g., through improved proofreading machinery. The other is to make more errors, but evolve robustness to the effects of each of them. This is a local solution that needs to evolve separately at each affected locus.
The positive feedback loop means that only one of the two solutions is expected to evolve in a given population. Selection for local solutions is weaker and is therefore expected only in large populations. A similar prediction was previously made in studies of the evolution of redundancy (8) and of chaperone proteins (8) (9) (10) . Here we confirm this prediction; however, we also find that the evolutionary dynamics are bistable; i.e., either a low error rate (global solution) or a high error rate (local solution) can evolve, for a broad range of intermediate population sizes. Moreover, we find that low and high error rates confer different evolvability properties, owing to the fact that errors expose potentially adaptive cryptic variation to selection.
Evolution of an Error Rate
We first parameterize our model for the case study of stop codon read-through, assuming that the rate of read-through (denoted ρ) is constant across loci and can be fine-tuned via mutations (4, 5, (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) . Let each of the N individuals in the population have L tot loci; the elongated sequence including read-through into the 3′-UTR is deleterious for L del of these loci and neutral for the others. Potentially deleterious consequences of read-through include protein misfolding (1, 3, 16) and, when no "backup" stop codon exists, nonstop mRNA decay (17) . Mutations occur with probability μ (= 10 −8
) at each of the n h (= 30) nucleotides of each cryptic sequence and change the effect of read-through from neutral to deleterious with probability p del or from deleterious to neutral with probability p −del . Assuming that deleterious effects due to protein misfolding are representative, we estimate p −del = 0.4 (3) and set a lower value for the probability of reverse mutations (p −del = 0.1). In the absence of selection, the expected number of loci with a deleterious cryptic sequence is
A genotype i with deleterious cryptic sequences in L del (i) loci, and error rate ρ(i), has fitness
where ω m , ω a , and ω s denote components of fitness associated, respectively, with the expression of deleterious cryptic sequences, with deleterious sequences becoming permanently expressed through new mutations and with the cost of proofreading during protein synthesis. ω(i) was used to calculate the probability that an individual will be of genotype i in the next generation, using a standard Wright-Fisher simulation without recombination (Methods). We first assume that effects of expression errors across multiple loci are multiplicative, such that each deleterious sequence decreases fitness by a factor (1 − ρ) γ (Eq. 3). We used low values of γ (typically 0.01), so that a deleterious product has a strong negative effect on fitness only when it is expressed as a high proportion of the total expression. This assumption is based on the observation that most lethal mutations are strongly recessive, as observed in Drosphilia (18) and Saccharomyces cerevisiae (19) (Methods). The second term of Eq. 3 describes the fitness effect of expressing the sequence following a backup stop codon in the 3′-UTR, which occurs with frequency ρ 2 . We assume that these sequences are not affected by selection, so they are deleterious for L del (neutral) loci. Subsequent sequences in the 3′-UTR, expressed with frequency ≤ρ 3 , are ignored:
ω m = 0 when deleterious read-through is complete (ρ = 1), which means that the loci considered code for essential proteins.
This multiplicative scenario could, for example, correspond to the fitness effects of loss of function. We also examined a model of additive fitness effects, which may better describe the gain of a nonspecific toxic function, e.g., due to the aggregation of misfolded proteins (1, 16) . Fitness in the additive scenario depends on the total concentration of all deleterious products within the cell and on their toxicity. Fitness is decreased by the product of a parameter, s (Methods), and the total concentration of all deleterious proteins, so the component of fitness ω m (Eq. 2) can be rewritten:
The low expression level ρ of a given cryptic sequence may increase to 1 if the sequence is genetically assimilated. Assimilation happens if a mutation changes the stop codon into a sense codon, which occurs with approximate probability μ a ¼ ð1 þ 7=9 þ 7=9Þμ (20) . Because the L tot loci code for essential proteins, the assimilation of a deleterious sequence leads to null fitness. There may therefore be selection for mutational robustness, with fitness proportional to the probability that no assimilation event will occur:
We assume that the rate of read-through decreases exponentially with the time spent reading the stop codon. In other words, each time a stop codon is "proofread" divides the remaining probability that an error will occur by a given amount. Speed of translation is rate limiting for the growth of most microorganisms. Evidence for this rate limitation includes the positive correlation between the growth rate and the cellular concentration of rRNA in Salmonella typhimurium (21) . Moreover, hyperaccurate translation leads to slow growth in Escherichia coli (4). Generation time is then proportional to 1 − log(ρ) × δ.
Assuming that fitness is inversely proportional to the generation time, as expected for fast-growing species,
Note that Eq. 6 can also be interpreted as an opportunity cost in an alternative additive currency, e.g., energy instead of time.
As a default, we set δ = 10
. With this value, the generation time increases by 0.72% when ρ changes from 10 −2 to 10 −3 . Such a small contribution of stop codon reading is compatible with the observation that the rate of protein synthesis is determined largely by the rate of translation initiation, which depends on the availability of free ribosomes, itself slightly increased by faster elongation or termination (22) .
Evolutionary Dynamics of the Error Rate Are Bistable
Here we present results for the multiplicative fitness scenario (Eq. 3): Results for the additive scenario (Eq. 4) are very similar and can be found in Figs. S1-S3. The optimal value of ρ for a given value of L del is calculated from Eq. 2 and shown as a thick gray line in Fig. 1A and Fig. S1A . The optimal error rate decreases when the number of cryptic deleterious sequences increases. Considering the relationship in the opposite causal direction, equilibrium values of L del , resulting from a mix of drift and selection, were obtained by simulation for given values of ρ (Fig. 1A and Fig. S1A , thin lines). When ρ is low, deleterious cryptic sequences are less likely to be eliminated by selection and L del converges toward the value given by mutation bias alone, which equals 400 in this example. Higher values of ρ expose cryptic sequences to selection, and L del tends to be low in consequence.
In a small population (N = 10 3 ), drift overcomes the weak effect of selection on cryptic sequences, even for large values of ρ at which cryptic sequences are more exposed. In consequence, once the optimal value of ρ is reached for a given low value of L del , more deleterious sequences fix. This increase in L del favors the evolution of a lower error rate, which weakens selection on cryptic sequences still further, and more of them tend to be deleterious in consequence. This process (Movie S1) ultimately leads to the evolution of a low rate of errors (log 10 (ρ) ≃ −3.15) and of a large number of deleterious cryptic sequences (nearly 400). This steady state would be reached for any initial value of ρ or L del . This result is confirmed by individual-based simulations, in which both L del and ρ are randomly changed by mutation (Fig.  1A, Fig. S1A , and Movie S1).
In contrast, in a large population (N = 10
5
) that starts with a high error rate and no deleterious cryptic sequences, selection eliminates deleterious cryptic sequences efficiently (Fig. 1A, Fig.  S1A , and Movie S1). With so few deleterious cryptic sequences, a high value of ρ can be maintained because there is now so little cost to the expression of cryptic sequences. This dynamical process ultimately leads to a steady state where the rate of errors is high ðlog 10 ðρÞ ≃ − 1:71Þ and the number of deleterious cryptic sequences is almost 0. This result is confirmed by individualbased simulations (Fig. 1A, Fig. S1A , and Movie S1). In a large population that starts with a low error rate and 400 deleterious cryptic sequences, however, deleterious cryptic sequences are not efficiently eliminated by selection after the optimal value of ρ is reached. Reading through stop codons decreases fitness strongly, and consequently a low error rate ultimately evolves (log 10 (ρ) ≃ −2.96), just as it did for a small population.
As the population size increases, selection against deleterious sequences gets more efficient, so the same value of L del is expected for a lower value of ρ. Graphically, this shifts the thin curve to the left in Fig. 1A and Fig. S1A , while preserving its shape. Past some critical value of N, the thin and thick curves intersect three times instead of just once. At this point, a second stable outcome appears, corresponding to a high error rate. As shown in Fig. 1 B and C, this transition happens at ∼N = 10 4.3 for L tot = 500 in the multiplicative scenario. In very large populations (N ≥ 10 6 ), the curves again intersect only once, this time in the lower right corner of Fig. 1A and Fig. S1A , and only the high-ρ attractor exists (Fig. 1B and Fig. S1B ). The sigmoidal shape of the thin curve explains why the evolved values of ρ differ by as much as 30-fold between the two attractors in Fig. 1B , but often vary little with N given the same attractor. The difference in error rates between the two attractors increases with the total number of loci L tot in the multiplicative scenario (Fig. S4) but not in the additive scenario (Fig. S2) . Increasing L tot also broadens the range of population sizes with a bistable outcome, as well as the minimum population size at which ρ is bistable (Fig. 1C and Fig. S2 ). Due to the accumulation of deleterious mutations in cryptic sequences, the attractor with the lower ρ has the lower mean population fitness (0.975 vs. 0.986 when N = 10 5 in the multiplicative scenario).
Bistability for some intermediate value of N was predicted for all sets of parameter values used (Figs. S2-S6 ). When δ increases, meaning that the process of stop codon reading contributes more to the time of protein synthesis, the range of population sizes at which ρ is bistable gets slightly narrower, and the ratio of ρ between the two attractors decreases (Fig. S5) . Increasing γ so that partial loss of function has larger fitness effects increases the range of population sizes with a bistable outcome by decreasing the lower bound of this range; it also increases the difference between the two attractors (Fig. S6) . Similar results were obtained under the additive fitness scenario, where increasing the toxicity of deleterious products (s) increases both the range of population sizes with two attractors and the difference between the attractors (Fig. S3) .
High Error Rate Attractor Has Higher Evolvability
So far, we have considered only the potentially catastrophic consequences of read-through. While strongly deleterious sequences dominate the dynamics described above, cryptic sequences that are not strongly deleterious may tinker with rather than destroy function and so contribute to adaptation. In this regard, the two attractor genotypes expected from the coevolutionary dynamics of ρ and L del may have different evolvability properties, with nonlethal cryptic sequences potentially contributing to adaptation via genetic assimilation (i.e., permanent loss of the stop codon). Let us assume that K loci affect a trait value x and that the effect size at each locus can be changed if a cryptic sequence that is not catastrophically deleterious is expressed or assimilated. Because a high rate of read-through eliminates strongly deleterious sequences and thus facilitates the adaptive assimilation of cryptic sequences, it might cause more rapid adaptation after an environmental change alters the optimal trait value (23).
Let us modify the model slightly to test this prediction. The regular sequences of K of the L tot loci now have additive effects, denoted α ik for locus k (and genotype i), on the trait value x i . The cryptic sequence has an additive effect denoted β ik when it is expressed with frequency ρ. A protein produced from locus k that includes the expression of a cryptic sequence has strongly deleterious effects if B ik = 0 (otherwise B ik = 1). Strongly deleterious proteins have no direct effect on the trait value. We thus have
The trait value can be changed by point mutations occurring with probability μ on n c = 300 or n h = 30 nucleotides in the regular or cryptic sequence of a locus, respectively. A mutation changes α ik or β ik by an amount sampled from a normal distribution with mean = −(α ik / a) or −(β ik / a), respectively, and SD = σ m / K. Parameter a sets a stationary distribution for α ik and β ik in the absence of selection (see SI Methods; we used a = 750 in the results presented). New values of β ik are chosen by sampling from this distribution. Mutations in the cryptic sequence of locus k also change the value of B ik to 0 or to 1 with respective probabilities p del and p −del . Assimilation of cryptic sequences occurs with probability μ a , in which case α ik increases by β ik if B ik = 1, whereas the fitness of the mutant is set to 0 if B ik = 0. Fitness associated with the trait value is assumed to be Gaussian with a maximum at the environmental optimum, denoted o e ,
where σ f = 0.5. Fitness of an individual with genotype i now equals ωðiÞ ¼ ω m ðρðiÞ; L del ðiÞÞ × ω a ðL del ðiÞÞ × ω s ðρðiÞÞ × ω e ðxðiÞÞ: [9] We compared the ability to adapt after an environmental change for populations representing the two attractors expected when N = 10 5 ( Fig. 2) : Populations with the higher error rate adapt much more rapidly to the new environment. The time to adaptation was consistently lower for the high error rate attractor in our simulations, as long as the number of loci coding for the trait was larger than five (Fig. 2B and Fig. S7 ). This result agrees with previous work showing that cryptic genetic variation promotes evolvability most strongly when adaptations have a complex genetic basis (20, (23) (24) (25) .
Modifications to all other parameter values preserved our result. High values of σ m and large population sizes both increase the speed of adaptation for both attractors, with a stronger effect when ρ is high (Figs. S8 and S9 ). Parameter a sets the genetic variability of cryptic sequences, and accordingly adaptation in populations with a high ρ is quicker for higher values of this parameter (Fig. S10) . Indeed, populations with a low ρ are less affected by the increase in a and adapt more slowly for all values taken by this parameter.
Evolvability (26, 27) , when considered as a by-product of the evolution of the error rate, is thus higher when molecular errors are common. It is even conceivable that a changing environment would favor the evolution of an increased error rate, as a consequence of its evolvability properties, when bistability exists.
Application to Read-Through Errors
We predict that the rate of read-through should be very different in very small (e.g., N ≤ 10 4.3 in Fig. 1 B and C) and very large populations (e.g., N ≥ 10 6 in Fig. 1 B and C) . Read-through frequency in wild-type S. cerevisae (28) for a typical stop-codon context is ∼3 × 10 −3 to 5 × 10 −3 , which is compatible with our prediction of a high error rate in a species with large population sizes. We are not aware of measures of this rate in species with very small population sizes. At intermediate population sizes, the read-through error rate should depend on the history of the species and of the population studied. For example, if a species comes from an ancestor with very large population sizes, hence with a high error rate and few deleterious cryptic sequences, these characteristics should be conserved as the population size decreases toward intermediate values. Similarly, a low error rate and a majority of cryptic sequences being deleterious are expected features for a species that increased in size compared with its small-population ancestor. Moreover, a prolonged bottleneck in a population of a species with a high error rate could initiate the accumulation of deleterious cryptic sequences and the evolution of a low error rate, which may persist after the population size increases back to intermediate. Measures of read-through rates in various species with different population sizes and known histories could be interpreted in the light of these considerations and provide a test of our theory.
Our prediction of selection eliminating deleterious cryptic sequences in large populations is compatible with the evidence of a prevalence of backup stop codons in yeast (29, 30) . We do not expect such signatures of purging selection in species with lower population sizes, such as endosymbiotic bacteria (31) .
Assimilations of 3′-UTR sequences into coding regions have been observed in both rodents and Saccharomyces (32). According to our predictions, such events might have been facilitated by a high error rate, which should evolve only in large populations. Testing this prediction will require both more experimental studies measuring the rate of read-through in species with diverse population sizes and an estimation in these same species of the frequency of 3′-UTR assimilation events.
Other Applications of the Model Although this model was parameterized for the specific case of stop codon read-through, our qualitative conclusions remain unchanged for a wide range of parameter values (Figs. 1 and 2 and Figs. S1-S10). They may therefore be valid for other reproducible errors in gene expression that reveal discrete cryptic sequences at many loci (Table 1) . This is not the case for amino acid misincorporations, where a vast diversity of cryptic se- Fig. 1 A and B. quences exist per locus. However, our model may describe the evolution of novel alternative splice sites via splicing errors (23, 33, 34) . The first part of our model may also describe the evolution of chaperones (9, 35) . In this case, the probability of a folding error is affected both locally by particular coding sequences and globally by chaperones. Evolvability considerations are important but slightly different in the case of chaperones, as evolvability does not involve a local increase in ρ (37). A similar model has also been used to describe redundancy at the global level, e.g., via polyploidy (8) . In the case of ploidy, an ideal model would allow ρ to increase globally but to decrease locally, unlike the global evolution of ρ modeled both here and elsewhere (8) .
Our core result is that a solution acting at many sites at once evolves in small populations, and local solutions at each independent site evolve in large populations, whereas either outcome is possible in populations of intermediate size. Local solutions, associated with large populations, have both higher mean fitness and greater evolvability.
Methods
Simulation Procedures. The population is replaced each generation by sampling according to a Wright-Fisher process without recombination. The probability that a given new individual has genotype i equals n i ωðiÞ ∑ j À n j ωðjÞ Á; [10] where n i denotes the number of individuals with genotype i and the sum is made over all of the genotypes in the population. Changes in L del (i), which occur with probability μn h p del ðL tot − L del Þ (increase) and μn h p − del L del (decrease), lead to new genotypes, as do changes in ρ(i) occurring with probability μ ρ = 10 We assumed clonal reproduction to reduce simulation times. The summary statistic L del would have to be replaced by a specific tracking of each locus in a model with sex and recombination, which would be very computationally expensive.
Estimation of γ and s. We estimated the cost of expressing deleterious cryptic sequences from the fitness of heterozygotes for a lethal allele. Szafraniec and collaborators (19) estimated the dominance coefficient h ≈ 0.0034 for lethal mutations in Saccharomyces by comparing fitness of heterozygotes vs. haploids. The comparison between haploids and heterozygotes may not be ideal, for instance because certain genes can be lethal in haploids and not in homozygote diploids (19) , so h is probably underestimated in this study. In Drosophila populations, h ranges from 0.0057 to 0.025 (18) . We thus used h = 0.007, so the fitness associated with the expression of a lethal sequence with frequency 0.5, f(0.5), equals 1 − h = 0.993.
In the multiplicative fitness scenario, fitness associated with the expression of a deleterious sequence in the 3′-UTR of a single locus coding for an essential protein is assumed to take the form f ðρÞ ¼ ð1 − ρÞ γ : [11] This is the first term of Eq. 3, corresponding to L del = 1. From Eq. 11 with ρ = 0.5, we calculate γ as γ ¼ logðf ð0:5ÞÞ logð1 − 0:5Þ ¼ logð0:993Þ logð0:5Þ ≈ 0:01: [12] We used this value of γ in the main text and studied the effect of this parameter in Fig. S6 . We used the same approach to estimate s in the additive fitness scenario. For the purpose of comparison with the multiplicative scenario, we assume the same fitness effect for ρ = 0.5, L del = 1. Eq. 11 then becomes
The value of s depends on L tot , which we take to be 1,000. From Eq. 13 with ρ = 0.5, we calculate s as
We used this value for s in the additive fitness scenario (Figs. S1 and S2), and we studied the effect of this parameter in Fig. S3 .
